































is devoted to the inter-co
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complete three-dimensional flow field pre-o3-PCQ0-Po-pCQ>i^TJ»3-pCOCQ•HXI-PCHO0•H-pCJ0•ooG•Hg0
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curacy needed at the different stages of com-ott)0X)
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HA.PE AND SURFACE STREAMLINE PATTERN
(Figure 2)
















hen the cross flow became supersonic the calculation was cut off
PE-^dox>o^Cj-p<HO•g•HX!•P(^£_jOJJj0<*-t0XJ-p
d attention was focused on the windward part of the wing. AtdOj(UbOcubDd
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ed that viscous effects in the leeward side are such that the
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grees well with the measured one, but this is not considered to03&03
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rvature vector, its projections along and normal to streamlines,£3O0XI-P0-P,-«|£5OrH05CJO-P-Pd•tHCJ<H^3COCO•H
iented curvilinear coordinate system. In addition, the stream-£_(oi0d
•Hcd050JH-PCO03OCJ•H-PCUBXI-P•d§
r the boundary layer, such as the transformed longitudinaloCO
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of transverse pressure gradients on streamline shape. Near theCO
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at the centerline, all streamlines curve toward the leeward side.COVH0COCO0f-,ft0^)ft0•P0P0XI>•N0CO§












































































































































































































































































on of enthalpy across the shock layer at about 13 nose radii from the nose isiH-p43•Hrl-PCO•H
•dcu£^
ions: the centerline and a point near the leading edge. The entropy layer,-pcfloOHo•^pHOG>o43CO






f the entropy layer extracts a heavy tax from the computational scheme since,0CUCJG0)COcu1^ftcuEH
the steep gradients in the layer and maintain computational stability, it iscuHoCQcuoJ_jcuJ_loG•H
trate mesh points near the surface. In the present computational scheme thisGcuCJG0CJo-p£_(cflCOCOcuCJcuG
ing" the normal coordinate. Moreover, we have found that a preset stretching43CJ-pcurH-pCO
^43CUG*dCOiH
variable in the downstream direction) is not sufficient to solve the difficultyHo-pGcfl-PCOCOCJC^D43-P•HCU
rt to a self-adjusting scheme that will regulate the concentration of mesh pointsoCQ0)o-Prd3• Q^£>0343CUS
the calculation. It is emphasized that the difficulty is not just one of*+H0GO•H-P£3O%cubOG•HM-d
CUCQCflCJGcflC•HCQ-POCUCHcuCO0oCO
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he integrity of the whole calculation unless every region of the flow is pro--pbDG•HCQqrHCHOd)flO-P
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e need to change the stretching factor in the meridional direction is not as43EH•dCU>HOCO<Urlr^H1^(Uft
ular in the present scheme where the mesh size is proportional to the shockCJ•H-prlaG•Hr-T03CJ•H-P•H^fCJ






























restriction on the curvature of inviscid streamlines,§ca0CJaJHftca•Hc~j^_jCO0-PG•H•d0O00G•H0-^PCO
er the deviation from inviscid streamlines is small,^i3r?03•d30X>0XI•p3•HCQG•H-PC^-PCO£3COCQ05f^t
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ayer (it is evaluated at the "reference conditions") andH0-pCOCOo5nO05£*i^£•POGCO0O•d^j-p•HCOOCJCO•HGa
the enthalpy. The theory does not resort to "localo-pH03GO•H-P1^aor(ftH0CO0G•HCO•H^ -P•HtoG0-P
s. The method has been tested successfully on ellipsoidsG0•H-PftCOCOoi•p•H£_l4-1PI^j'wCQ^_lo»0+33ft-p0)H
.
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anges sign as one moves downstream. The character of theXio-dG03COcu•Hr<^Jj^COCO0SHOCUX!•P•S^SHCO30I
by the experimental results. The general agreement betweencu-pa»3CO0XiO-pcucuCOcuS-,30H030•H1OcuXi-p
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x, H. : "A Description of Numerical Methods and Computeri3*&acd• «\>
Axisymmetric Supersonic Flow over Blunt-Nosed and Flared
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